INTRODUCTION TO THE AIM
(Accelerative Integrated Methodology)

THURSDAY, November 17th, 2016
Please consider the following questions:
•

Would you like to see your students emotionally engaged in your language classroom, while speaking in
French or Spanish (or the target language) all of the time?

•

Would you like your students to achieve working proficiency in 100 to 150 hours of instruction?

If your answer to one or all of these questions is “YES”, we hope you will attend this FREE upcoming AIM Language Learning workshop!
In this session, you will explore how to have FUN while you learn how AIM creates astounding results for
all students. You will see how engaging classroom strategies blend with language acquisition theories and
brain-based learning.

THURSDAY, November 17th
4:00 – 6:00 p.m.
English Bluff Elementary
402 English Bluff Rd., Delta, BC V4M 2N2
Wendy Maxwell
enquiries@aimlanguagelearning.com
or by telephone at 1-800-668-6288
Spanish and French Teachers - grades K-8
FREE!

There will be pizza,
refreshments, free samples
and door prizes!

Wendy Maxwell, B.Ed., M.A. Author, Creator of the Accelerative Integrated Methodology - Wendy Maxwell is an
award-winning teacher who has transformed second language instruction, both in Canada and internationally.
Wendy is the program creator and lead author of AIM Language Learning’s French, Spanish and English programs. Wendy is the recipient of the Prime Minister’s Award for Teaching Excellence (1999) and the H.H. Stern
Award for Innovation in Second Languages (2004). She has made many appearances on CBC, Radio-Canada,
Citytv and CTV. Her program has been featured in the National Post, the Ottawa Citizen, the Toronto Star and
various international journals. Wendy has delivered keynote addresses in Paris, Tokyo and The Hague.
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